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The Prism Retrospective:
10 Years of Under-Reported News
The Prism is proud to present a 10-year retrospective of news and views that have graced
the pages of this grassroots publication. Many of the stories profiled here from the past
decade remain current and have lost none of their relevance. There are stories of hardship
and stories of triumph, and stories that, like the university-affiliated toxic dumps in Chapel
Hill and Raleigh, demonstrate how the Triangle area has lots of common problems in search
of solutions.
Please note that we have not reprinted the entire articles here, nor have we chosen only
the most controversial stories. We hope you will find a good representation of the coverage
that The Prism has provided to the area since 1990. The Prism hopes eventually to make
all of its archive editions avaiable on the Internet, but for now we hope you enjoy this brief
overview of The Prism’s decade.

1990, April
Raleigh News & Observer editor gives Central American
solidarity activists reason to launch an alternative paper
There are many in our community who
are politically involved in the struggles of
our Central American neighbors. They are
acting out of a strong moral conviction that
human rights abuses have been committed
and the fingerprints of the U.S. government
are frequently evident. The maqss media
seldom cover the seamier sides to U.S.
involvment in Cen tral America and the
implications are usuallyu off-limits for extended discussion.
David Kirsh, a staff member of this paper
and author of “Central America without

Crying Uncle,” recently submitted a piece
on U.S. complicity with the Salvadoran
death squads to the News & Observer. Opinion page editor Steve Ford refused to run it
because, “there are too many fac ts.” When
asked if the piece could be re-submitted
without so many factrs and more in the mold
of an opinion piece, Ford responded, “I
doubt that would do it. How would you
substantiate what you are saying?”

1990, May
1991, October

Possible chemical substances buried in the landfill
include poisons...pesticides, mercury, and heavy
metals.

While the Marine Corps has notified a lawyer
representing several of the conscientious objectors
in the brig that their applications will no longer be
processed, Amnesty International has declared
many of these men “prisoners of conscience.”

